Decreases of action potential amplitudes, in sodium-free and calcium-free conditions, of identifiable giant neurons of an African giant snail (Achatina fulica Férussac)--I. The right parietal ganglion.
Decreases of the action potential amplitude in sodium- and calcium-free states were observed with respect to the four giant neurons, PON (periodically oscillating neuron), Tan (tonically autoactive neuron), RAPN (right anterior pallial neuron) and d-RPLN (dorsal-right parietal large neuron), identified in the right parietal ganglion of the suboesophageal ganglia of an African giant snail (Achatina fulica Férussac). The decrease of the PON action potential amplitude, caused in the sodium-free state, was observed to be 25.4 +/- 2.1% (23.0 +/- 2.0 mV), expressed by M +/- SE, while that of the calcium-free state was 35.0 +/- 2.1% (30.9 +/- 1.7 mV). Then, the two ionic dependencies of the PON action potential were estimated to be about 40-50% on sodium and 50-60% on calcium. The decrease of the TAN action potential in the sodium-free state, was observed to be 20.7 +/- 1.2% (18.8 +/- 1.3 mV), whereas that of the calcium-free state was 42.2 +/- 2.7% (39.0 +/- 2.2 mV), indicating that the two ionic dependencies were 30-40% on sodium and 60-70% on calcium. The decrease of the RAPN action potential in the sodium-free state, was 45.8 +/- 3.7% (40.3 +/- 3.1 mV), whereas that of the calcium-free state was 21.7 +/- 2.5% (17.8 +/- 2.0 mV), indicating that the two ionic dependencies were about 70% on sodium and about 30% on calcium. The decrease of the d-RPLN action potential in the sodium-free state was found to be 17.6 +/- 2.4% (15.2 +/- 1.8 mV), whereas that of the calcium-free state was 23.1 +/- 1.4% (20.8 +/- 1.4 mV), indicating that the two ionic dependencies were 40-50% on sodium and 50-60% on calcium. The action potential amplitudes of all the neurons tested were decreased in both sodium-free and calcium-free states. However, their ionic dependencies were estimated to vary from 70% on sodium (30% on calcium) to 30% on the sodium (70% on the calcium), according to the neurons tested.